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Abstract

This paper presents a method of integrating Danish standalone thesaurus data automatically into a monolingual dictionary of modern Danish (Den Danske Ordbog, ‘The Danish Dictionary’) and discusses the results, including some of the problematic cases. The method draws on the detailed semantic grouping with two types of keywords in a well-structured XML-manuscript of a recently published thesaurus of Danish (Den Danske Begrebsordbog, ‘The Danish Concept Dictionary’) and on the fact that the two resources are linked on sense level, allowing for the automatic identification of semantically related thesaurus extracts for any given sense in the dictionary. The paper also presents a study of similar integrations of thesaurus data in four online English dictionaries, namely the Oxford English Dictionary, the MacMillan Dictionary, the Merriam-Webster English Dictionary and the Oxford Dictionaries:English, which we carried out in order to compare the structure of the underlying English thesaurus data as well as the resulting dictionary presentations with the Danish case.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents and discusses the automatic extension of a monolingual Danish online dictionary (Den Danske Ordbog, henceforth the DDO dictionary) with more synonyms and semantically related words based on the automatic identification and extraction of data from a Danish thesaurus (Den Danske Begrebsordbog, henceforth the DDB thesaurus), a dictionary describing concepts of modern Danish published in print in 2014. The two dictionaries are both compiled at the Society for Danish Language and Literature (DSL) and closely related since the vocabulary of the DDB thesaurus is based on and linked to sense descriptions of the DDO dictionary (see Nimb et al. 2014). Both resources are continuously being extended with new words.

The underlying XML data of the DDB thesaurus manuscript is annotated with coarse-grained semantic types allowing for the identification of persons, animals, artifacts, acts, events, etc. These annotations have already proved to be useful when compiling different types of formal lexicons (Nimb & Pedersen 2012, Nimb et al. 2013, Nimb et al. 2017). The future plan is to publish an online DDB thesaurus based on the printed book where it is possible to browse through the hierarchy of named chapters and sections, and to study the full vocabulary of each section with direct access from the words to the definitions and entries in DDO. But in this paper we describe the first online dictionary use of the linked data the other way around: excerpts of words from the DDB thesaurus sections inserted into the entries of the online DDO dictionary in order to supply the user of DDO with more information on related words. This type of function in online dictionaries is not new, and in Section 2 we study how a number of different English dictionaries have incorporated related words from thesaurus data, before in Section 3 we turn to the detailed presentation of the structure and content of the DDB thesaurus. In Section 4 we present the method used to identify and extract the relevant thesaurus data. In Section 5 we discuss some of the problematic results and draw some conclusions. We start by giving an overall presentation of the DDB thesaurus and the task.
1.1 The DDB Thesaurus

The DDB thesaurus is not written bottom up with groups of synonymous words as the starting point, but top down with a thematic structure in the form of named chapters and sections as the starting point, inspired by Dornseiff (2004), and based on the vocabulary in the DDO dictionary. However, the XML-structure of the manuscript was from the very beginning intended to facilitate the transfer of semantically related data back to the same dictionary. Due to this, the thesaurus presents words in a semantic order to the lowest subgroup level in the structure, meaning that the nearest other word to both sides of a word in the manuscript is most likely to be either the most similar synonym or near-synonym. The printed manuscript is in many ways comparable to the well-known English work *Roget's Thesaurus* (2002). Like the DDB thesaurus, *Roget's Thesaurus* divides the vocabulary in a series of named chapters and sections which contain semantically ordered groups of words which are either synonyms, or co-hyponyms or otherwise semantically related, although always belonging to the same word class. Likewise, *Roget's Thesaurus* also marks certain words as keywords based on semantics (i.e. a hypernym or the most common word in a group of synonyms). To illustrate the semantic structure of the Danish DDB thesaurus, we transfer its structuring principles to a group from *Roget's Thesaurus*, namely to the group of soft drinks. The group is in Roget’s Thesaurus initiated by the word *soft drink*, underlined as a keyword in the text with italic letters. Semicolons divide subgroups of (sometimes synonymous) words within the group. All words are semantically, not alphabetically ordered:

“*soft drink*, teetotal d., nonalcoholic beverage; water, drinking w., eau potable, spring water, fountain; soda water, soda, cream s., soda fountain, siphon; table water, carbonated w., mineral w., Perrier (tdmk), tonic water, barley w., squash, low calorie drink, mixer; energy drink; iced drink, frappé; milk, milk shake; ginger beer, ginger ale, Coca Cola or Coke (tdmk); fizz, pop, lemonade, orangeade, bitter lemon; cordial, fruit juice, orange j., apple j., tomato j., vegetable j.; juice box; coconut milk; tea, iced t., lemon t., herbal t., char, pekoe, orange p., Indian t., China t., green t., black t., Russian t., herb t., maté, coffee, café au lait, café noir, black coffee, white coffee, decaffeinated coffee, decaf, Irish coffee, Turkish c., espresso, cappuccino, latte, cocoa”

Based on the structuring principles of the DDB thesaurus, the group would contain not only one, but two types of keywords: *soft drink* as a keyword at first level (in bold letters), and a number of words in the text marked as keywords at second level (in bold, italic letters), namely (at least) *water, soda water, tea and coffee*, maybe also *fruit juice*. Furthermore, there would be supplementary divisions and therefore more subgroups (e.g. between *maté* and *coffee*). We also find that the keywords as well as the subgroups (divided by ●) are more transparent in the Danish thesaurus. Here we present the *Roget's Thesaurus* data as they would look in the DDB thesaurus structure:

“*soft drink*, teetotal d., nonalcoholic beverage ● *water*, drinking w., eau potable, spring water, fountain ● *soda water*, soda, cream s., soda fountain, siphon ● table water, carbonated w., mineral w., Perrier (tdmk), tonic water, barley w., squash, low calorie drink, mixer ● *energy drink* ● iced drink, frappé ● milk, milk shake ● ginger beer, ginger ale, Coca Cola or Coke (tdmk) ● fizz, pop, lemonade, orangeade, bitter lemon ● cordial, fruit juice, orange j., apple j., tomato j., vegetable j. ● juice box ● coconut milk ● *tea*, iced t., lemon t., herbal t., char, pekoe, orange p., Indian t., China t., green t., black t., Russian t., herb t., mate ● *coffee*, café au lait, café noir, black coffee, white coffee, decaffeinated coffee, decaf, Irish coffee, Turkish c., espresso, cappuccino, latte, cocoa”

Our goal is to be able to present the users of the DDO dictionary with a small extract of the most related words and expressions from the DDB thesaurus next to the sense definition, and eventually already existing synonyms (without having to activate a link), such as some of the other types of coffee.
when the word *espresso* is looked up. But we also want to allow the user to be able to activate a link to boxes presenting a much larger variety of words and expressions from the DDB thesaurus, namely any noun which is related to *espresso* in the sections where the word (in that specific sense) occurs, in this case it would be a box with the entire group of *soft drinks*, since this is the keyword (explanatory headline) of the coffee keyword.

The challenge we deal with is that the automatic extraction must cover any type of word (e.g. keywords at first or second level, or words which are not a keyword) as well as any size of the word group – from one to maybe 30-40 words. While some words have no direct synonymous or near-synonymous neighbors (e.g. *energy drink*), others have far more than we want to show in the small extract directly in the entry (e.g. *espresso*). Furthermore, we have no indication in the DDB thesaurus of whether the subgroup (or whole group) consists of synonyms (like “*Coca Cola or Coke*”), or words which are semantically related in other ways, e.g. being co-hyponyms as in the case of soft drinks above, or just somehow thematically related. The thesaurus contains no information on direct synonymy, neither on co-hyponymy. Our task is furthermore complicated by the fact that some of the DDO sense descriptions, but far from all, already contain a few manually selected synonyms, near-synonyms and/or antonyms that we do not want to repeat.

Before we describe the thesaurus structure and the chosen transfer method in detail, we take a closer look into how other dictionaries have integrated thesaurus data, taking into consideration also which type of thesaurus data they had at their disposal in order to see whether or not it resembles the DDB thesaurus data. We chose to study a number of English dictionaries since the language is closely related to Danish.

## 2 Thesaurus Data Integrated in English Dictionaries

We studied four English dictionaries which have either integrated thesaurus data in the entries, or present links to thesaurus data, namely the *Oxford English Dictionary* (OED), *MacMillan Dictionary*, the *Merriam-Webster English* online dictionary, and *Oxford Dictionaries: English*.

In the comprehensive *Oxford English Dictionary* (OED) there is a link from each sense description to thesaurus data taken from the standalone *Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary* but presented in OED style. The thesaurus is based on the information in the OED and linked to its senses. It organizes English words throughout the history into detailed hierarchies of meaning. In the OED the user is presented with a list of related words (including the headword itself) ordered historically, i.e. based on information on year of first recorded use with the oldest word first. The list is initiated by a headline presenting the hierarchy of chapters and section levels to which the word belongs in the historical thesaurus. For example, in the case of the adjective *high* in the sense ‘high-necked’, the user is presented by the headline ‘the world > textiles and clothing > clothing > types or styles of clothing > [adjective] < having specific parts < neckline’ to the list of adjectives: *high, low, low-necked, décolleté, semi-high and turtle-necked*. In the case of *happy* which has many synonyms, these are initiated by the headline ‘the mind> emotions > pleasure > happiness > happy’. The list of words is in this case long, and due to the historical order the most common words of modern English meaning ‘happy’ are spread in between rare synonyms and words which are not used any more.

In the *MacMillan Dictionary* there is again a link to a thesaurus presenting related words which are, also in this case, introduced by explanatory headlines. But the thesaurus behind the data consists in fact only of named groups of synonyms which are not organized in meaning hierarchies. But in

---

1 We chose to leave out Dictionary.com which sometimes, but not always presents synonyms directly in the entries (e.g. for *hard* and *happy*, but not for *décolleté*, and, more surprisingly maybe, not for *stupid*). The dictionary links to more synonyms in Thesaurus.com, however the synonyms in the dictionary itself do not seem to come from Thesaurus.com.
contrast to the OED, the headline and a small excerpt of the data (three words) are presented directly in the dictionary entry itself. In the case of décolleté, the headline ‘Words used to describe clothes’, and the adjectives A-line, backless, baggy are presented, ordered alphabetically. Had the words been ordered on the basis of semantics, it would have been possible to present instead the most closely related words of décolleté (e.g. low with almost the same sense). The dictionary instead chose to simply present the first three words of the alphabetically ordered list. However, we do find cases in MacMillan where the synonyms are listed in semantic order, both in the integrated excerpt and when we click on the thesaurus link, e.g. in the case of happy where the adjectives ‘happy, glad, alive’, are presented directly in the entry, introduced by the headline ‘Feeling happy’.

The Merriam-Webster English online dictionary, which presents a semasiological dictionary and a thesaurus on the same homepage, contains one, maybe two precise (manually inserted) synonyms in the text with links to their sense description. The top lines of the thesaurus data are directly visible at the bottom of the whole entry (not at sense level), in the form of a few close synonyms with the headline ‘Synonyms’. When the link in the field is activated, the rest of the box becomes visible. The related words are presented in groups with the headlines ‘Synonyms’, ‘Antonyms’, ‘Near antonyms’, and ‘Related words’. In each of these, the word order is alphabetic, not semantic. The list of the synonyms of happy consists for example of blissful, delighted, glad, gratified, joyful, joyous, pleased, satisfied, thankful, tickled, thereafter a group of antonyms is presented before the near-synonyms are visible. Also in this case, the thesaurus data are not organized hierarchically based on meaning. As the only dictionary, Merriam-Webster gives a very detailed description of the relation between the different synonyms of the word and how they are used for different purposes at the bottom of the entry.

Finally, we take a look at the online Oxford Dictionaries:English. In the entry of a lemma, right below the definition, there is a link to synonyms. When it is activated, synonyms (or near-synonyms in a narrow sense) are presented in a box. Other types of semantically related words, such as co-hyponyms or antonyms, are not included in the presentation. Due to this, there is no data for décolleté – it has no synonyms – but a lot of data for happy: contented, content, cheerful, cherry, merry, joyful, jovial, jolly, joking and so on. There might also be more than one group of synonyms presented. In the case of stupid, for example, there are two: one initiated by the keyword unintelligent, another initiated by the keyword foolish. There is a link from the box to the thesaurus homepage itself, but like in the case of both MacMillan Dictionary and Merriam-Webster, the thesaurus data consists only of groups of related words which are not organized hierarchically, initiated by a bold headword (e.g. contended). Table 1 gives an overview of the different dictionaries, and compares the thesaurus data with the DDB thesaurus.

Two of the English dictionaries present a small extract of thesaurus data directly in the dictionary entry before linking to a larger group of related words. In one case the extract is introduced by a headline. Two dictionaries have at least to some degree ordered the thesaurus words semantically, but none as detailed as in the DDB thesaurus. Only one English dictionary contains manually selected synonyms as part of the dictionary sense description itself like the DDO dictionary, and only one, the OED, bases the integration on a thesaurus with meaning hierarchies similar to the ones we find in the DDB thesaurus, allowing for the automatic extraction of precise headlines of related words. In DDB however, we have no labels at the lowest grouping levels (for décolleté corresponding to ‘types or styles of clothing < having specific parts < neckline’). Two of the dictionaries, the Merriam-Webster English Dictionary and the Oxford Dictionaries:English, make a clear distinction between presenting synonyms (in a broad sense) and other related words, allowing them to give the thesaurus data in either separate groups, or to leave out completely words not being either a synonym or a closely related near-synonym. The data of the DDB thesaurus lacks the information which is needed to present synonyms and near-synonyms in a narrow sense, and less related words such as near-synonyms in a broad sense (for example co-hyponyms and thematically related words).
Table 1: Overview of compared thesaurus integrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Based on thesaurus with:</th>
<th>DDO</th>
<th>OED</th>
<th>MacMillan</th>
<th>Merriam-Webster</th>
<th>Eng. Oxford Dic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meaning hierarchy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction in thesaurus data between synonyms and other related words</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (only synonyms are shown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic order at lowest group level</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, historical</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>No, alphabetic</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The solution in the dictionary contains:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small extract of directly shown data</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes (with headlines)</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Link to large extract of data in box</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large extract in box has explanatory headlines</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No (but headword in bold)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Already manually selected related words to be considered**

| Yes | No | No | Yes | No |

The solution we chose in the case of the integration of DDB thesaurus data into the DDO dictionary is most similar to the *MacMillan Dictionary*, although without an explanatory headline of the small, directly shown extract of closely related words. But in contrast to *MacMillan* we have to consider the already manually inserted synonyms, near-synonyms and antonyms in DDO: these must be left out from the small extract. Furthermore our headlines are most likely to be less precise, since they are transferred automatically from the title of the section in which the word group is only one of several groups. In *MacMillan*, each group of synonyms and near-synonyms has probably been assigned headlines manually. We will instead profit from the many keywords in the thesaurus data, which in most cases function quite well as headlines of the following group of words, as in the case of *Oxford Dictionaries: English*. In some cases, however, they do not, and we will discuss this in Section 5. In the next two sections we give a detailed presentation of the structure of the DDB thesaurus and the method of extracting data from the thesaurus to the dictionary DDO.

3 The Structure of the DDB Thesaurus

The DDB thesaurus is organized into 22 named chapters and 888 named sections. It contains approximately 200,000 words and expressions, almost all of which are linked to a specific sense in the DDO dictionary\(^2\) by shared ID numbers, in the case of collocational expressions to at least one of the included word senses (see Nimb et al. 2014). The overall semantic grouping principles in each section of the thesaurus are based on the distinctions between 1\(^{st}\), 2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) order entities (Lyons 1977) and between semantic types and relations (Pustejovsky 1995). In each of the 888 sections a number of subgroups of words, typically sharing the same semantic type, are listed one after the other in five word class groups (‘noun’, ‘verb’, ‘adjective’, ‘adverb’ and ‘other’). The semantic order of the words in a subgroup is based on linguistic characteristics such as prototypicality, frequency, broad versus narrow meaning, style, etc., based on the descriptions in DDO as well as the subjective judgment of

---

2 DDO contains approximately 140,000 sense descriptions
the lexicographer who weighs up the different characteristics against one another when the order is established. The subgroups might consist of co-hyponyms or maybe just thematically related words, not only synonyms. Some of the subgroups are initiated by a keyword, as described in Section 1.1. First level keywords indicate large shifts in meaning between the semantic types in the subgroups, for instance between artifacts and persons. Second level keywords indicate meaning shifts within the same semantic type, e.g. between different types of artifacts (like tea and coffee as described above). First level keywords function as a kind of ‘headline’ until the next one, while second level keywords do the same, but only until the next keyword, no matter whether it is a first or second level one. In Figure 2 we illustrate the structure in a formal way. The first word, ‘A’, functions as the headline of all the words until ‘X’. The words in the first group, ‘A, b, c, d’ are more closely related to one another than they are to the words in the next group, ‘e, f, g, h’. Likewise, ‘j’ and ‘k’ are more closely related to ‘i’ and ‘m’ in their own group than to ‘g’ and ‘h’ in the proceeding group, although still closer to ‘g’ and ‘h’ than to ‘s’ and ‘t’ in the preceding group, which starts with a keyword, ‘r’.

\[
\begin{align*}
A, b, c, d & \bullet \\
   e, f, g, h & \bullet i, j, k, l, m, n \bullet o, p, q \bullet \\
r, s, t, u, v & \bullet \\
X, y, z & \bullet æ, ø, å \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2: The structure of the DDB thesaurus data. Each letter represents a word.

During the dictionary-making process of the thesaurus we found the structure very flexible. It allowed us to group words without having to specify the degree of synonymy, since this demands a rather detailed study of the use of the words. Instead we aimed at including as many words as possible from the DDO dictionary, i.e. also those which do not have any real synonyms. We focused on the communicative purposes of the word order, trying to make a fluent ‘text’ with as slight a change in meaning as possible from one word to the next. Whenever there was a big meaning change, the word was changed into a keyword. The drawback of this flexible structure is that we cannot identify the synonyms and closest near-synonyms from groups of other related words in the manuscript, and we are therefore not able to present automatically extracted very precise synonym groups in the same way as e.g. Merriam-Webster English online dictionary. The related vocabulary that we extract from the DDB thesaurus is most likely to consist of either synonyms, near-synonyms or co-hyponyms, but might also contain a broader variety of related words than any of the English dictionaries do.

4 Extraction of Data from the Thesaurus to the DDO Dictionary

In order to automatically identify exactly which DDB thesaurus data to extract, the semantic relevance of the surrounding words in a section where the DDO sense in question is represented is dynamically calculated. The calculation is based on the semantic order of the words as well as on keywords and subgroup structure. We benefit from the fact that the closest words in the DDB thesaurus structure within the same subgroup are most likely to be also the semantically closest word, and that the first keyword to the left is almost certainly closely related, since it was chosen as a kind of headline of the word.

Initially we determine the ‘best’ section in the case of multiple occurrences in the DDB thesaurus, based on the number of words within the scope of the first keyword to the left: the higher the number,
the better (i.e. the more likely to contain most synonyms and near-synonyms of the word sense). We then select one to six words from the immediate surroundings of our headword (first the first one to the left, then the first one to the right, then the second one to the left and so forth), include the keyword to the left but exclude the headword itself and eventually manually inserted DDO synonyms. We present the words as a list integrated directly in the DDO entry, in the DDO style. Secondly, we present a link which gives access to an even larger extract of words, presented in a box initiated by the corresponding section name in DDB and with the search word highlighted in red. In the case of multiple occurrences of the specific sense of the search word, data from different DDB sections is presented in separate boxes which are listed according to their section number in the DDB thesaurus. See Figure 3.

Fig. 3: To the left, the verb slentre (‘stroll around (in a relaxed manner)’) in the DDO dictionary, extended with the direct presentation of seven near synonyms from DDB, including a link ‘vis mere’ (‘show more’). To the right, the link has been activated, showing three boxes with more related words, based on the three occurrences of the sense in the DDB thesaurus: 1) words from the section “Bevægelse” (‘movement’), 2) words from the section “Langsom bevægelse” (‘slow movement’), and 3) words from the section “Fornøjelser og fritidsaktiviteter” (‘leisure’). The extract from each box is calculated dynamically, based on an algorithm telling us how far to the left and right of the search word we should go in DDB if we intend to present the words from the same word class which are most similar in meaning. Keywords on the first level always constitute the borderline, indicating a shift to a new semantic type. Keywords on the second level, including the words within their scope, are sometimes, but not always, included in the extract, depending on the type of search word, which may itself be a keyword on the first or the second level. The boxes include synonyms already presented in the DDO entry.

5 Results and Conclusion

In most cases, the method results in very useful extracts of related words, as for example seen in Figure 3, where we get three boxes of words altogether reflecting very well the different aspects of the verb slentre. We have received a lot of positive user feedback since the thesaurus function was released at the beginning of January 2018. But there are also some problems, especially when it comes to the small automatically inserted extract. One challenge was to decide whether to include the headword in the extract or not, and we discussed at length how to define the small extract (how many words to show, how to find the best box to extract them from, etc.). When comparing to the English dictionaries which mostly leave out the small extract when a few synonyms have already
been described manually, it is maybe worth reconsidering whether to leave it out, and link directly to the boxes.

The many cases of collocations in the DDB thesaurus also cause problematic results. As an example, the expression *glad dreng* ('happy young man') in the DDB thesaurus is linked to the adjective *glad* ('happy') in the XML-structure, not to the noun *dreng* ('young man') in the DDO dictionary. This results in a box in the entry of *glad* with words that are in fact near synonyms of ‘young man’ (next to three boxes presenting very useful related words of *glad*, we should mention). Negated senses in the thesaurus also cause problems. The DDO dictionary sometimes describes the ‘positive’ sense of a word which rarely occurs without a negated context, then mentioning this as a constructional comment. But in the thesaurus the word is presented negated, since it is hard to understand it without the negated context. This leads of course to the extraction of antonyms instead of synonyms. We solved these problems by presenting the expression (e.g. *glad dreng*) in the box headline, but in some cases we might consider changing the underlying data.

The groups in the DDB thesaurus which consist of co-hyponyms or thematically related words do not always give good results when they are presented as related words in the DDO dictionary. This was foreseen to be a problem since we lack information on whether the group consists of co-hyponyms or rather of synonyms. Especially when keywords were introduced in the thesaurus in very large word groups, not because they were good headlines, but simply in order to facilitate the look up-process from the index in the printed book, we have a problem of odd ‘headlines’ of a group of words. This problem cannot be solved without going through all the cases manually.

Finally, we would like to present the boxes not in the numeric order of sections in the thesaurus, but rather from a calculation of semantic relevance, for example by giving prominence to sections where the search word itself is a keyword at level one, or where it has the highest number of direct near-synonyms in the DDB thesaurus. We plan to improve the presentation order as part of the hopefully future project of presenting the entire DDB thesaurus manuscript, including the hierarchies of meaning, as an online thesaurus at the DSL dictionary site [www.ordnet.dk](http://www.ordnet.dk).
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